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Purpose of NSEC5

- Prevent zone content enumeration
- No private zone signing key on authoritative servers

Zone content enumeration:
- NSEC: possible (easy)
- NSEC3: harder but still possible (offline attacks)\(^2\),\(^3\)
- NSEC5: \textbf{impossible} (cryptographically-proven)\(^4\)

Possible solutions:
- NSEC: Minimally Covering NSEC Records\(^5\), requires ZSK
- NSEC3: NSEC3 White Lies\(^5\), requires ZSK
- NSEC5: adds new key type, \textbf{ZSK not needed}
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How NSEC5 Works

NSEC5 proof is RSA-based FDH with SHA-256. NSEC5 hash is SHA-256.
DNS Protocol Changes

- Designed as an alternative for NSEC and NSEC3
- New resource record types:
  - **NSEC5KEY**
    Holds the NSEC5 public key in zone apex
  - **NSEC5**
    Equivalent to NSEC/NSEC3, forms the NSEC5 chain
  - **NSEC5PROOF**
    Synthesised for each NSEC5 inserted into a response
- NSEC5 proofs are very similar to NSEC3 proofs; NSEC5 just adds a Wildcard flag (idea from draft-gieben-nsec4)
- DNSSEC algorithm aliases to signalize NSEC5 support
Current State and Open Issues

- Incomplete: Performance Considerations, NSEC Transitions
- Signalization of NSEC5 support
  - Currently the same as in NSEC3
  - Is there a better way?
- NSEC5 algorithm support (proof and hash)
  - Only FDH-SHA256-SHA256 defined, others in research papers
  - How to add new ones?
- No mechanism to distribute NSEC5 private keys
  - Is it in the scope?

- Current draft:
  https://gitlab.labs.nic.cz/knot/nsec5-rfc